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The modern trends in the process of textbook development are experiencing a need of 

changing its classical procedure.  In addition to using advanced techniques of composing, 

printing and binding etc., textual development especially with reference to pedagogical 

approaches is being emphasized in order to meet the educational standards of our age.     

The importance of the characteristics such as getup of the textbook, text profile and 

symmetry, textual design, textbook as an enriched source of information, balanced 

proportion between knowledge, understanding and skill etc. needs essentially to be 

emphasized.

Editing is the last stage of the development process. It is done only after we are satisfied with 

the contents, their presentation and organization. At this stage we are concerned with the 

details of sentence, structure, word choice, punctuation, spelling, grammar, and usage. The 

aim is to produce a final, polished textbook for the publisher. As we edit, we cut needlessly 

long or complex sentences, and combine choppy sentences whereas arrange information 

logically within sentences. So that the end product to consists of symmetrical and harmonized 

arrangement of textual matter reflecting unity and coherence.

} Copyediting (also called manuscript editing)—revision of material written by others to 

increase its suitability for publication or distribution

} Proofreading—correction of typographical and other errors  in written material 

before it is published or distributed

} Style Manual

} Dictionaries

  INTRODUCTION 

    Definitions

Some Tools
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} Thesaurus

} Encyclopedia  

} Other reference materials

} Online resources

◦ One Look Dictionary Search ( ) 

◦ Various sources for fact checking

◦ Other

ü Alignment with the objectives of National Curriculum, benchmarks and learning 

outcomes.

ü Symmetrical & harmonized arrangements of textual matter reflecting unity and 

coherence. 

ü Accuracy and authenticity. 

ü Same language style across the textbook. 

ü Text material free from ambiguities and errors.

ü Avoiding repetition. 

ü Guidance as necessary on safety and health.

ü Care and respect for the environment.

ü Footnotes and side notes wherever necessary

• Clarity (defined in terms of the intended reader)

• Correctness

– Of grammar, spelling, punctuation, usage of facts, mistyping, poorly structured 

sentences, terms and unit contents, index, headings, sub-headings, data and 

charts etc.

• Conciseness (briefness)—(saves reader time, saves publisher space)

• Consistency

– Within a manuscript

– With the publication's style

• (Courtesy—respectful wording) 

www.onelook.com

  Editing for what? 

  Reasons to Copyedit:
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  Some Advice on Copyediting

  Checking integration

  Titles, Headings, and Figure Captions

  Superscript Numbers and Footnotes

• Make changes only if you can state reasons for them.

• Don't over-copyedit.  (If an item is clear, correct, concise, consistent, and courteous, 

leave it as is, even if you would have said it another way.)

• If in doubt, check.

• Review the piece of writing more than once.

• Keep learning.

• Enjoy copyediting!  It can be fun and satisfying. 

1. Table of contents; make sure numbers and wording agree with numbers and wording 

in chapter or lesson titles and headings.

2. Lists of tables and illustrations; make sure number and wording agree with numbers 

and wording in table titles and captions. (Check main titles only; there's no need for 

detailed, explanatory material in the lists).

3. Page numbers; make sure numbers in the table of contents and lists of tables and 

illustrations agree with the page numbers in the body of the manuscript. 

For chapter all titles, headings and subheadings, table titles, figure captions and all other 

titles, specify the style for:

i. Capitalization (first letter of first word only, first letter of all important words, 

completely copped).

ii. Underlining (in print, italics).

iii. Treatment of “turnover” (second and subsequent lines in titles and captions.

iv. End punctuation, if any.

v. Space above and below.

For headings and subheadings, the relative positions of first second, and third levels.

Most commonly, the characteristics of this style of documentation are:

1. Numbers in sequence, according to position in manuscript.

2. Name in normal order.

3. Article titles placed within quotation marks, and book titles italicized.

Guidelines for editors of textbooks
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4. Date near the end of each reference.

5. Commas, not periods, between the elements in the reference.

6. Page numbers proceeded by “p.” or “pp.”

Bibliographies and lists of references start on a separate page. Different styles have different 

rules for typing references. The references for a book may be typed in MSN style. The basic 

characteristics of this style are.

i. Names reversed, initials only (no full first or middle names), followed by a period.

ii. Order alphabetical, by author's last name.

iii. Date after name, followed by a period.

iv. Article and chapter titles without quotation marks; caps on only the first word and first 

after a colon. 

Consider items such as the following:

a) Spelling; follow a standard dictionary. Choose the first spelling list when the dictionary 

gives two or more accepted versions.

b) Grammar and syntax; follow a good grammar book.

c) Punctuation; follow a recognized standard.

d) Fluency; check transitional words and phrases. Remove unnecessary transitional 

clauses, sentences, and paragraphs.

e) Conciseness; eliminate wordiness.

f) Verb sequence; check for proper sequence of verb tenses in description, exposition, 

narrative, and argument.

g) Term; identify wrong terms and terms used inconsistently.

h) Abbreviations, acronyms, and symbols; make sure that all abbreviations, acronyms, 

and symbols have been defined at least once.

i) Equations; check completeness and parallel expressions. 

Make sure the book presents the topic completely. Note gaps, items out of order, and 

redundancy. Specifically:

i. Title; make sure title accurately topic, is of the proper length, and contains enough 

  Bibliographies & Lists of References

  Checking Language

  Checking the whole manuscript
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information to help readers understand the general content.

ii. Abstract or outlines; (if there is) make sure abstract is concise, is the proper length, and 

contains enough information to help readers understand the general content.

Relation of headings to text; make sure the introduction, subsequent sections, summary, and 

conclusions contain the substance their headings say they contain.

iv. Appendixes; (if these are there) make sure the text in appendixes is appropriate for an 

appendix.

v. Divisions; make sure divisions and subdivisions make sense.

vi. Emphasis, parallelism, and subordination; make sure emphasis is appropriate to 

significance. Also make certain parallelism and subordination to suit the content and 

are reflected in the structure of headings and subheadings.

vii. Repetition and redundancy; in general, eliminate repetition and redundancy.

viii.Inconsistencies; resolve apparent contradictions and inconsistencies among different 

sections of the manuscript.

ix. Missing material; check for missing material….especially factual data and elements 

that are required.

x. Irrelevant or inappropriate material; identify irrelevant and inappropriate material so 

the author can eliminate or rework it.

xi. List of definitions; decide whether the document has enough symbols and 

abbreviations to require a list of definitions. If so, recommend a list to the author.

xii. Undocumented text; make sure writer has documented all statements that require 

documentation. (though they are not to be included in the book)

xiii.Permissions; when writer has reproduced copyrighted material, make certain he or 

she has obtained permission. 

In checking the clarity and correctness of tabular material:

i. Text versus tables; check relation of text to tabular presentations. When conversion 

from table to text or text to table would make text clearer, make the conversion.

ii. Design; make sure design of table is correct and that units of measurement appear in 

column heads and not in data fields.

iii. Completeness of information; make sure information is complete. Also make sure 

  Checking Tables
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column heads and sub columns clearly identify units of measurement.

iv. Parallel form; make certain the writer used parallel forms to present similar 

information in the same table and similar information in table in  a series.

v. Titles; make sure titles are adequate, appropriate, and not excessive.

vi.  Powers; make sure the writer expressed clearly the powers of 10.

vii. Placement in order of use; make sure writer has inserted tables, or called for insertion, 

as close as possible to the places where he or she uses them.

Check arrangement and presentation of illustrations to ensure that they enhance the message 

of the lesson.

i. Identification: make sure writer has clearly identified all curves, data points, and axes.

ii. Elimination of detail; make sure illustrations contain no excess detail. When the detail 

is important, find a place in text to incorporate it.

iii. Scales; make sure photographs that need scales have them. Also check illustrations 

with double scales, such as may be needed to express. Make sure the presentation is 

simple, clear, and consistent.

iv. Photographs should have captions and where necessary, should be labeled.

v. Consistent structure; make sure writer has arranged consistently similar parts of 

illustrations with several parts and similar illustrations in a series.

vi. Relationship with text; make sure illustration suits the significance of the data as 

expressed in text. 

  

• Themes have been presented clearly.

• Paragraphs are inter connected.

• There are no logical inconsistencies.

• Paragraphs are not unnecessarily long.

• Each paragraph expresses one point

• Body and conclusions are clear and visible.

• Consistent throughout.

• Vocabulary is interesting.

• Active voice rather than passive is used.

  Illustration

Editing for structures
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• Too many adjectives are not used.

• Tone remains the same throughout.

• Quotations are used where these were necessary.

— “Urdu” is a subjective language, developed on a court level, synthetic and devised to 

communicate as a lingua franca in last two centuries. It got its public place in Pakistan. 

It is advisable that standardization in punctuation and spellings may be adopted as 

approved by National Language Authority (NLA). 

A style guide is a set of standards for designers, developers, publishers and printers of 

textbooks. The strict implementation of style guide regulations  provides consistency and 

uniformity in style and formatting of a textbook. 

Ø Providing knowledge which is useful for a developing society.

Ø Inculcating problems-solving approach to create independent / critical thinking.

Ø Creating skills and attitudes relevant with real life situation.

Ø Reflecting innovative writing including interactive elements and information mapping.

Ø Containing upto date & age appropriate text.

Ø Based on conceptual assessment/thinking based exercises instead of fact/ memory 

oriented questions only.

  Urdu Language

  Style Guide

National Education Policy 2009 & National Curriculum Envisage Textbooks
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